
Convening for Action in the Comox Valley
Joint Staff Training Workshop on “How to Use the Guide”

A Guide to Water-Wise 
Land Development in the 

Comox Valley



Road Map for 
‘Sharing & Learning’

Context (25 minutes)

• Local Regional Team
• Inter-Regional Perspective
• Stewardship Perspective
• Pin Your Location
• About the Guide

Strategies & Tools (45 minutes)

Interactive Segment (45 minutes)

What Next (5 minutes)



Comox Valley CAVI
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TimberWest

Partnership for Water 
Sustainability in BC



Through collaboration, Comox Valley 
local governments are striving for:

 Coordinated approach 
across boundaries

 Consistent application of 
strategies & tools

 Ease & transparency in 
development process



In October 2015, the CAOs approved  these 
collaboration priorities for the 2016 Work Plan:

1. A Guide to Water-Wise Land Development 
in the Comox Valley – implementation

2. Water Balance Model Express 
for the Comox Valley – implementation

3. Comox Valley Water-Wise Website -
implementation

4. Water conservation initiative for lawn & 
gardens



At the end of today’s workshop….

 Each of you will be comfortable 
discussing/handing out the Water-Wise 
Guide

 We will have the beginning of a 
relationship with our colleagues.



Road Map for 
‘Sharing & Learning’

Context 
• Local Regional Team
• Inter-Regional Perspective
• Stewardship Perspective
• Pin Your Location
• About the Guide

Strategies & Tools 
Interactive Segment 
What Next 



Comox Valley local governments are partners in the 
Georgia Basin Inter-Regional Educational Initiative (IREI)…

 Launched in 2012 

 The Partnership is the secretariat

 In April 2015, the five Regional Boards 
recommitted through 2017 to work as a team

 By 2017, a program goal is that all local 
governments would understand how to 
achieve ‘Sustainable Watershed 
Systems, through Asset Management’

Metro Vancouver, Capital Region, 
Cowichan Region, Nanaimo Region 

and Comox Valley



The climate in BC is changing: 
wetter, warmer winters; longer, drier summers

We can sustain water supply in dry weather 
and limit drainage impacts in wet weather. 

Alignment of mandates, roles and responsibilities is 
necessary to successfully ‘Design with Nature’ and 
‘restore Water Balance integrity’ in urban regions



In 2000, we went back to basics and developed the 
concept of a Rainfall Spectrum. 

We demonstrated the achievability of “rainfall capture”. 
This helped overcome fear and doubt.

VolumeDays



Of the three drivers for action,
the BC Framework is the lynch‐pin because….

…it provides local government with the 
financial incentive for integration of 
watershed systems thinking into asset 
management

What Happens on the Land Matters:

KEY MESSAGE -



Over the next two years,  
the IREI program will add 
to the BC Framework by 
showing how to integrate 
watershed systems 
thinking, including 
adaptation to a changing 
climate, into asset 
management

INTENT -



INTRODUCING THE NEW PARADIGM –
“Watersheds as Infrastructure Assets”

A watershed is an 
integrated system.

The three pathways by which 
rainfall reaches streams are 
‘infrastructure assets’.

The three pathways provide 
‘water balance services’.

The 3 pathways are:
• over the land surface
• shallow horizontal (interflow)
• deep vertical to groundwater



Looking ahead, a future IREI deliverable is
“Water Balance Methodology Accreditation” to……

 Bridge an existing gap in 
practitioner education and 
professional development

 Create a pool of trained and 
qualified practitioners of the 
Water Balance Methodology 

 Provide assurance that 
analyses using the Water 
Balance Methodology are 
being completed correctly



Comox Glacier 
September 2015













Between 1991 – 2004: Sensitive 
Ecosystems inventoried by BC MOE 
with Project Watershed and others



2004 Sensitive Ecosystems 
Inventory: Sensitive Ecosystems 
lost and fragmented since 1991



2004 Sensitive Ecosystems 
Inventory: remaining intact and 
fragmented Sensitive Ecosystems



Impacts of Land Use  1992- 2012

Riparian Areas: 1154 hectares

Wetlands: 649 hectares
75% of wetlands lost to development





Morrison Creek Watershed
riparian buffer



Collaboration

Involve Stewards early in the process



Pin Your Location on the Watershed 
Map



Road Map for 
‘Sharing & Learning’

Context 
• Local
• Inter-Regional
• Stewardship
• Pin Your Location
• About the Guide

Strategies & Tools 
Interactive Segment 
What Next 





Where do we begin in this 
work? 

There are many points of ‘intervention’ and 
leverage

Different aspects of the 
work:

Big Picture –
“Governance”

Development 
Regulatory and 
Operational Processes

Reaching the People Pilot Example

Elements, tools, 
challenges and 
approaches within these 
areas:

Political/corporate 
direction – OCPs, RGS.
EMS (Environmental 
Management Systems).
Level of service 
expectations (“needs vs. 
wants”).
Differences of culture in 
each LG.
Mistrust between LGs.

Front end meetings.
Design charrette.
Development ‘team’ 
approach.
Watershed library.
Internal 
application/review 
processes made clear.
Legislated authority.

Level of service 
expectations.
Education.
“Reach by Reach”.
Simple principles to live 
by.
“Can do in your own 
yard”.
Market shift.
Voting shift. 

Tangible. 
Practice in working 
together. 
Relationship building 
through action.
Vehicle to discovery.
Get your hands dirty!
Brooklyn a good 
candidate.

Desired outcomes: Doing what we’ve said 
we’d do (OCPs, RGS). 
Strength to admit that we 
may have made mistakes 
in the past. 

Watershed health 
achieved through 
evidence (science) based 
approach to land use, 
development and 
infrastructure 
management.

Wiser individual and 
collective choices.

First CV restored 
watershed!
System of proposal 
evaluation.

Which general 
audiences?

Politicians and senior staff Staff and development 
community

Public focus, but really 
everyone

Everyone

Who spearheads? CAOs, politicians Staff NGOs. E.g. CV 
Conservation Strategy

CV CAVI Team















Client

Development clerk

Planning assistant

Planner

Planning tech

Staff review 
meeting

Planning clerk

Planning
supervisor

Planning manager

Development 
services director

Office services
supervisor

Legislative 
services

Council

Would aligning internal review processes across Local Governments help 
achieve consistency?

(e.g. of Rezoning/OCP review process, Kamloops) 















Comox Lake

~1965

2015





Road Map for 
‘Sharing & Learning’

Context 

Strategies & Tools 
• A Guide to the Guide
• Water Balance Model Express
• Case Study Application

Interactive Segment 

What Next 





Why a tree protection bylaw?

 Trees provide multiple 
services that are not 
considered in 
infrastructure costs

 Removing trees 
increases those costs

 Tree protection aims to 
decrease the loss of 
trees and their services



What infrastructure services?
 5% tree cover increase = 2% rainwater runoff decrease 

 Tree shade reduces summer surface temperature = 10-25 more 
years of life for asphalt pavement

 Forests can infiltrate 31cm. per hour of rainwater vs lawn only 
infiltrates 1/3 of that, and pavement, none

 One deciduous tree can intercept 2.5 cubic metres and a mature 
evergreen can intercept 15 cubic metres per year

This adds up to rainwater that doesn’t need a pipe 
and repairs, with high ongoing costs to a 

municipality.



Further unmeasured benefits of trees:

 provide oxygen
 filter air pollution
 filter contaminants
 reduce heat island

effect
 climate control
 aesthetics



 Trees need to have the same status as other essential urban 
infrastructure – utilities, roads and drainage

 Tree protection bylaws are one tool to provide protection for our 
“working trees”.

 While newly planted trees are beneficial, the real work horses 
are the existing mature trees and the next generation.

A planner once responded to a query from 
a citizen as to why the young trees weren’t 

being save in a proposed development-
“but they are too small to save” said the 

planner….

to which the citizen replied
“and how do you think we get big trees?”



Soil is more 
than just Dirt!





Soil is alive 
and 

provides 
important 

rain-
retention 
functions



Topsoil is especially important!

Organic matter provides structure, holds 
air and water

Good for plants - faster establishment, 
higher survival rates, reduced need for 
weed, pest control and irrigation

Rainwater source control - reduces runoff 
by storing



Water and soil -Slow, spread, sink!

 Infiltration
 Percolation 

(drainage)
 Storage





What regulations and 
practices can we put in 
place to protect soil?

 Better strategic policy 
(RGS, OCP) on sensitive 
rainwater management and 
role of soil

 Require more information 
on soils prior to 
development approval

 Require topsoil 
performance targets 
(retention or new)

 Enforcement – whose role?



Erosion Control Tool





Improper rainwater management can turn 
a resource into a Erosion and Sediment 

control problem



Erosion and Sediment (control)
Erosion:

- Physical removal or detachment of soil 
particles, followed by their transport to 
another location by the action of a mobile 
agent
- Source and Process that we are aiming to 
control

Sediment: 
-Soil particles detached and mobilized by 
erosion
-The substance that we are aiming to 
control (not source control)





Common erosion…

…Agents
 Wind
 Water 
 Construction 

equipment

…Factors
•Soil texture
•Soil cover and 
permeability (vegetation, 
mulch, soil 
texture/porosity)
•Topography
•Velocity (energy)
•Soil volumes





What regulations and 
practices can we put in 
place to avoid erosion 
and sedimentation?

Require ESC measures 
on ALL developments
 Stand alone bylaw
 As part of other regs & 

permits
 Departmental and 

jurisdiction consistency 
key

 Enforcement – whose 
role?



Landscape Tools – Rain Garden
A rain garden takes advantage of
rainfall and runoff in its design and
plant selection. It can be a small, 

large or linear garden which is 
designed to withstand the extremes of 

moisture & 
concentrations of 
nutrients that are found 
in rainwater runoff.



 Rain gardens collect water (from paved 
surfaces, roof leaders) and allow the water to 
slowly infiltrate into the soil layer and be 
taken up by plants

 Rain gardens are sized
based on the upstream
impervious area that it
services





Design Charrettes & Review Teams

Collaborative intensive design and review 
session where all players are at the table 
and are committed to reaching solutions

“anti-silo action”



Water Balance Model Express

 User friendly online tool for designing on-site rainwater 
management mechanisms

 Key element of the CVRD rainwater management strategy
 Developed by the PWSBC based on their QUALHYMO 

water balance model (used by Courtenay and Comox)
 1 - deep groundwater 2 - shallow groundwater and (when 

necessary) 3 - surface runoff



Water Balance Model Express
Tool Description

 User friendly online interface
 Gauges impact of development on 

stream health
 WS targets + user entered info
 Demonstrates quantifiable benefits 

of slow release rainwater 
mechanisms



Water Balance Model Express
Development

 Building on work in other jurisdictions
o Surrey, North Vancouver, Delta, Cowichan Valley RD

 CV watershed specific targets
o Combination of climactic and ground condition data

 CV contribution: assign zoning by imperviousness
 Watershed descriptions/information



Water Balance Model Express
Implementation

 Launch in early to mid 2016
 In collaboration with other Vancouver Island 

regional districts
 At the regional/rural level

 Could be incorporated into amended CVRD DPA
 Could reduce dependence on professional stormwater 

management reports for certain single family 
development/redevelopment



SLOW IT – SINK IT – SPREAD IT
Site Design and the Use of

the Water Balance Model Express



WHY ARE WE HERE?
APEALING FOR CHANGE!

 We are now witnessing a well established pattern in our 
climate that swings between short, severe rain events 
and extended periods of drought;

 Climate change will only serve to emphasize these 
extremes;

 In the absence of strong regulation our tools become the 
information, education and encouragement we pass to 
the public and our peers;

 The WBMEx is one such tool allowing professionals, 
developers and home owners a means of judging the 
relative success of simple landscape features to improve 
stream health.



WATER BALANCE MODEL (WBM)
VS

WATER BALANCE MODEL EXPRESS (WBMEX)

 Both are intended to address flooding and water 
conservation by imitating or restoring natural processes;

 WBM is intended for large scale developments and area 
planning;

 WBMEx is intended for small scale developments and 
improvements to singular properties;

 WBM allows for input and assessment of a greater level of 
environmental, ground and development criteria; while

 WBMEx is a simplified version that allows for the layperson 
to assess the effects of “landscape” scaled features to 
improve stream health.



Before you start … Information Req.
1. What watershed are you 

in?
2. Site condition (eg. 

undisturbed forest vs 
grass);

3. Soil type (sand, clay, 
loam);

4. Soil depth (the shovel test);
5. Site size;
6. Roof and driveway areas;
7. Landscape:  type and area.



Step 1: Enter your address or click on 
you respective watershed

Your water shed and the 
position of your property 
within it, have specific 
natural (climate and soil) 
and man made (zoning 
and development 
densities) that have been 
pre-programmed into the 
Water Balance Express 
site. 



Step 2:  
Create Your 

Project

 Site Name
 Site Condition
 Soil Type
 Soil Depth
 Lot/Site Area



Begin adding Buildings 

Click and drag the grey “Building” block into the 
dialogue area and add the dimensions or area .



Hard Surfaces
 Note how the use of the 

lower slider allows you 
to adjust for the level of 
imperviousness by 
choosing gravel vs 
asphalt or concrete.

 Click and drag the Hard 
surfaces block to the 
dialogue box.

 Stream Health at 0.39
 Stream Health is also a 

measure of our success 
in addressing flooding 
and drought.



Add Landscaping
 Sliders can be used to 

adjust for landscape area 
soil type and soil depth.

 Note that any adjustment 
to the area, soil type or 
depth has marginal effect 
on stream health.

 While generally positive, 
lawn does not address 
the effects of other 
impervious surfaces.

Stream Health remains at 
0.39



Add a Coach House

Adding the impervious areas from a coach 
house (75m2) and the associated drive and 
walk ways (130m2) results in a reduction to 

Stream Health of 0.32.



Using WBMEx to improve Stream Health
 Click and drag “rain garden” 

to the dialogue box;
 Enter dimensions or area of 

proposed rain garden;
 Pick which building or hard 

surface will be connected;
 Adjust for rain garden depth;
 Soil type (previous clay);
 Soil depth (previous 

300mm);
 Base material (river sand 

used for rain garden);
 Base material depth (200).



Effects of Rain Garden (with storage)

 By directing the roof drains 
from the proposed Coach 
House to a 4m2 rain 
garden, we raise the 
Stream Health Gauge to 
0.38.

 Note:  Our original value 
was 0.39.

 By introducing this one 
minor landscape feature 
we have addressed the 
increased runoff from the 
Coach House



Effects of Infiltration Swale (with storage)

 Click and drag “infiltration 
swale” to the dialogue box;

 Enter dimensions or area of 
proposed swale (4m2);

 Pick which building or hard 
surface will be connected;

 Adjust for infiltration swale 
depth;

 Soil type (previous clay);
 Soil depth (previous 300mm);
 Base material (river sand used 

for infiltration swale);
 Base material depth (200mm).



Effects of Rain Garden and Swale

 The effects of a 4m2 
rain garden in 
combination with a 
4m2 infiltration swale
improves Stream 
Health to 0.45.

 This represents an 
improvement over the 
original site (0.39) a 
significant 
improvement over the 
proposed site (0.32).



Additional Rain Gardens and Infiltration 
Swales for Existing Residence

Stream Health Improves to 0.58



Water Balance Model Express 
Conclusions

 The WBMEx is a simple online tool that permits 
homeowners to gauge the effects of their site on 
the local environment;

 The WBMEx also permits homeowners to 
estimate the effects of simple landscaped based 
features to restore stream health, conserve 
water and reduce our dependence on large 
capital storm water infrastructure;

 The size of these landscaped features is minor.  
Four features totaling 16m2 were sufficient to 
return this property to an acceptable 
environmental level.



A look at larger Developments

Larger developments also benefit from the use of 
rainwater management tools similar to those used 

on smaller sites.



Detention Ponds

Larger developments can also use detention ponds to 
reduce peak discharge, improving water quality and 

providing green-space amenities.



Infiltration Swales

Infiltration swales can reduce flooding, recharge 
the ground water table and provide a level of 
filtration and treatment for runoff from parking 

areas.



Capital Cost of Rainwater 
Management

Lancaster Heights 27 Lot SFR

Exfiltration Galleries and Piping 57,160
Infiltration Swales 12,750
Rain Garden 7,500
Storm Control Manholes 9,600
Engineering and Admin. 13,050

Total $100,060
Total per Lot $3,705



Development Cost Charges (DCC)
 Until recently, Comox applied a storm water 

DCC on all single family lots;
 The value of this DCC was $3,432.00;
 This DCC was used to finance large 

drainage works constructed to address the 
unintended effects of traditional 
development;

 Expensive and intrusive, these projects 
rarely dealt with anything more than 
increased conveyance to address flooding.



Cost Comparison
Rainwater Management vs. Big Pipe

Cost to implement Rainwater Mang. 3,705.00
Cost of Storm Water DCC 3,432.00

Cost to “Do it Right” $273.00

At a net cost of $273.00, we not only address the 
historic cost of improving our conveyance system, 
but we also retain water for periods of drought, 
improve fisheries habitat and reduce erosion at 
the point of discharge to the receiving 
environment.



Water Balance and Water Balance 
Express

 With these systems in hand, both the engineer and the 
home owner now have a means of exploring the use of 
rainwater management;

 Unlike its larger cousin, the Water Balance Model 
Express provides a simply and intuitive means for 
homeowners and small developers to explore the use of 
common rainwater management tools to protect both 
property and the environment from the effects of property 
development;

 The Express provides us a means of engaging and 
educating home and property owners on the ways by 
which we can “design with nature”.



Road Map for 
‘Sharing & Learning’

Context 

Strategies & Tools 

Interactive Segment 

What Next 



Activity

 Break out by number 1,2,3,4
 How can we best continue the 

conversation to share and learn 
about watershed health and water 
conservation in the CV? 
(frequency, format, topics, etc.)

 10 -15 minutes to answer
 Each group to have a scribe to jot 

a few ideas down.
 Then regroup to discuss results



Road Map for 
‘Sharing & Learning’

Context 

Strategies & Tools 

Interactive Segment 

What Next 



What Next

 Water Balance Model 
Express training in 2016

 WaterWise webpage 
 Water conservation 

initiative – inventory and 
gap analysis

 Regular opportunities to 
share and learn



HOW: Inter‐departmental, inter‐organizational 
and inter‐regional collaboration

WHY: Build resiliency. Adapt to wetter, warmer winters 
and longer, drier summers. Avoid expensive fixes. 
Account/value for nature’s services.. 

WHAT: Restore and protect watershed health 

Objective: Align mandates, roles and responsibilities to 
protect and restore natural Water  Balance in settled 
area

In Summary



For more information visit 
COMOX VALLEY WATERWISE WEBSITE

http://cvwaterwise.squarespace.com
(work in-progress…)

Thank – you for your time.


